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Sensitivity to reinforcement allows an organism to act
in accordance with regularities in the environment. ThisSuccess requires deciding among alternatives, con-
sensitivity can be expressed through mechanisms intrin-trolling the initiation of movements, and judging the
sic to sensorimotor neural systems. Intrinsic means ofconsequences of actions. When alternatives are diffi-
adapting to regularities in the environment include prim-cult to distinguish, habitual responses must be over-
ing in the sensory and motor neural pathways that biascome, or consequences are uncertain, deliberation is
for or against repeated responses. For example, thenecessary and a supervisory system exerts control
response times of macaque monkeys producing eyeover the processes that produce sensory-guided
movements to visual stimuli vary as movements are re-movements. We have investigated these processes by
peated or alternate, and this sequentially ordered perfor-recording neural activity in the frontal lobe of macaque
mance is associated with changes in the neural activitymonkeys performing a countermanding task. Distinct
in the superior colliculus (Dorris et al., 2000) and frontalneurons in the frontal eye field respond to visual stimuli
eye field (Bichot and Schall, 2002). However, such mech-or control the production of the movements. In the
anisms seem insufficient to contend with more complexsupplementary eye field and anterior cingulate cortex,
contingencies. When the environment is ambiguous orneurons appear not to control directly movement initi-
presents competing demands, or the mapping of stimu-ation but instead signal the production of errors, the
lus onto response is complex or contrary to habit makinganticipation and delivery of reinforcement, and the
performance prone to errors, then an executive, supervi-presence of processing conflict. These signals form
sory system exerts control. Supervisory, executive con-the core of current models of supervisory control of
trol over the perception, selection, and production sys-sensorimotor processes.
tems is seen as a central component of human cognition
(e.g., Logan, 1985; Norman and Shallice, 1986; CohenIntroduction
et al., 1990; Allport et al., 1994; Baddeley and Della Sala,A central goal of neuroscience is to explain how behavior
1996; Logan and Gordon, 2001).and psychological processes come from neural mecha-
These questions have been investigated effectivelynisms. This problem is particularly acute when it involves
with visually guided eye movements. The neural repre-decision making for voluntary behavior because the
sentation of visual stimuli is very well understood (e.g.,stakes are no less than understanding the physical basis
Parker and Newsome, 1998) and the processes by whichof human action (e.g., Kane, 1996; Kim, 1998; Juarrero,
the visual system determines what is where in an image1999). Voluntary control over behavior starts with the
and selects the target for further action have been de-
ability to decide between alternatives. Neural concomi-
scribed in some detail (e.g., Schall and Thompson, 1999;
tants of deciding between alternative stimuli and re-
Colby and Goldberg, 1999). In addition, the eye move-
sponses have been reviewed (e.g., Schall and Thomp- ment production system is very well understood (e.g.,
son, 1999; Glimcher, 2001; Gold and Shadlen, 2001; Carpenter, 1991; Wurtz and Goldberg, 1989; Scudder et
Schall, 2001; Gold and Shadlen, 2002 [this issue of Neu- al., 2002). Thus, we know more about and have easier
ron]). Even in the absence of alternative responses, one access to every stage of the production of visually
can choose between moving and not moving. Thus, guided eye movements than we do for limb or vocal
the control of action also entails understanding how movements. Several lines of evidence indicate that the
movements are initiated and how partially prepared knowledge gained about the cognitive control of eye
movements are canceled. movements can generalize to other systems and more
A choice is judged as good or bad according to complex behaviors. For example, the influence of a wait-
whether a goal was achieved. Therefore, another critical ing period before a target on response time is the same
element of decision making is evaluating the conse- for movements of the eyes (Findlay, 1981; D.P. Hanes
quences of previous actions. Hence, we must also un- et al., 1992, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) as it is for move-
derstand how the brain detects the consequences of ments of the limbs (e.g., Niemi and Na¨a¨ta¨nen, 1981).
actions to influence subsequent actions. Such evalua- Also, when asked to generate a sequence of saccades,
tive signals are intimately related to reward signals. A the latency of the first saccade increases with the num-
positive evaluation would include the anticipation and ber of movements in the sequence (Zingale and Kowler,
1987) following the same pattern observed for speech
and typing (Sternberg et al., 1978). Finally, the slowing3 Correspondence: jeffrey.d.schall@vanderbilt.edu
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Schall, 1996). These neurons that generate movement-
related activity innervate the superior colliculus (Se-
graves and Goldberg, 1987; Sommer and Wurtz, 2000)
and the neural circuit in the brainstem that generates
saccades (Segraves, 1992). Recent work has demon-
strated that reversible inactivation of FEF impairs mon-
keys’ ability to make saccades (Dias et al., 1995; Som-
mer and Tehovnik, 1997) and complements earlier
observations that ablation of FEF causes an initial severe
impairment in saccade production that recovers over
time (e.g., Schiller et al., 1987; Schiller and Chou, 1998).
The supplementary eye field (SEF) is an area in dor-
somedial frontal cortex that may be considered an ocu-
lar motor extension of the supplementary motor area
(SMA). In several respects, SEF seems to parallel FEF.
Neurons in SEF are responsive to visual or auditory
stimulation, and other neurons in SEF discharge in rela-
tion to saccades (e.g., Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987;
Schall, 1991). Other studies have reported more com-
plex functional properties of SEF neurons including con-
ditional motor learning (Chen and Wise, 1995) and ob-
ject-centered representation (Olson and Gettner, 1995,
1996, 1999; Olson and Tremblay, 2000), production ofFigure 1. Anatomical Subdivisions of Macaque Frontal Cortex
anti-saccades (Schlag-Rey et al., 1997) and sequencesThe dorsolateral (lower) and mesial (upper) surface of the frontal
lobe are shown. The location of the frontal eye field (areas 8Ac and of saccades (Lu et al., 2002), and eye-hand coordination
45), supplementary eye field (area F7), and the portion of anterior (Mushiake et al., 1996). Saccades can be elicited by low
cingulate cortex connected with the supplementary eye field (in area intensity microstimulation of SEF, but stimulation of at
24c) are highlighted in yellow. Gray areas represent opened sulci, least certain sites in SEF evokes saccades with dimen-showing the fundus as a dashed line. Boundaries between labeled
sion and direction dependent on the position of the eyesareas are indicated by dotted lines.
in the orbit (e.g., Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987; Tehovnik
and Lee, 1993; but see Russo and Bruce, 1996). SEF
innervates ocular motor centers in the striatum, superiorof responses that has been observed following errors of
colliculus, and brainstem (Huerta and Kaas, 1990; Shookvocal or manual movements (e.g., Rabbitt, 1966; Rabbitt
et al., 1990, 1991). However, as will be elaborated below,and Phillips, 1967) has also been observed for saccadic
the SEF seems to play a less essential or potent role ineye movements (J.D. Schall and T.L. Taylor, 1998, Soc.
saccade production. Indeed, ablation of SEF causesNeurosci., abstract; Cabel et al., 2000). Hence, the most
only minimal and short-lasting gaze impairments (e.g.,general aspects of the voluntary control of behavior
Schiller and Chou, 2000a, 2000b).seem to be independent of effector.
The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is a large and
heterogeneous part of the cerebral cortex that can be
Eye Fields in Frontal Cortex partitioned based on architecture, connectivity, and
Before describing our experimental data, we provide functional properties (e.g., Picard and Strick, 1996;
some background on the cortical areas from which the Koski and Paus, 2000; Paus et al., 1996; Bush et al.,
data were collected (Figure 1). 2000). Recent anatomical, physiological, and neuro-
The frontal eye field (FEF) is an area in prefrontal imaging experiments indicate that the subdivisions bur-
cortex, located in the rostral bank of the arcuate sulcus ied in the anterior cingulate sulcus contain at least three
in macaque monkeys. Broadly considered, this cortical different skeletal motor areas (Picard and Strick, 1996;
area participates in the transformation of visual signals Dum and Strick, 1991; Luppino et al., 1991; Morecraft
into saccade motor commands (reviewed by Schall, and Van Hoesen, 1992). In macaque monkeys, the rostral
1997). Physiological recordings in the FEF of monkeys cingulate motor area (CMAr) is located in area 24c, span-
trained to shift gaze to visual targets have found that ning both banks of the cingulate sulcus (Dum and Strick,
roughly half of the neurons have visual responses (e.g., 1991; Matelli et al., 1993). The other two cingulate motor
Mohler et al., 1973; Bruce and Goldberg, 1985). Recent areas are located caudal to the genu of the arcuate
research has demonstrated how these visually respon- sulcus, at the rostro-caudal level of the SMA proper.
sive neurons in FEF participate in the selection of visual The two posterior cingulate motor areas seem to have
targets for saccades (reviewed by Schall and Thomp- stronger and more direct connections to the skeletomo-
son, 1999; see also Schall et al., 1995; Thompson and tor system (Dum and Strick, 1991; Luppino et al., 1991).
Schall, 1999; Bichot and Schall, 1999a, 1999b; Kim and Several lines of evidence suggest that ACC contributes
Shadlen, 1999; Murthy et al., 2001; Sato et al., 2001). to ocular motor function. Anatomical studies in monkeys
FEF is also known to play a direct role in producing have shown dense, reciprocal connectivity between
saccadic eye movements. Low intensity microstimula- ACC and SEF (Huerta and Kaas, 1990; Luppino et al.,
tion of FEF elicits saccades (e.g., Bruce et al., 1985). 1990) but a much weaker linkage with the FEF (Huerta et
This direct influence is mediated by a subpopulation of al., 1987; Stanton et al., 1993). Saccadic eye movements
neurons in FEF that discharge specifically before and can be evoked by electrical microstimulation of a region
in the upper bank of the cingulate sulcus directly ventralduring saccades (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Hanes and
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to the SEF, in the CMAr of area 24c (Mitz and Wise,
1987; Mitz and Godschalk, 1989). Some involvement of
ACC in the cognitive control of ocular motor behavior
in normal human subjects has been reported from func-
tional imaging studies (e.g., Paus et al., 1993; Petit et
al., 1998; O’Sullivan et al., 1995). Also, two human pa-
tients with focal lesions in the ACC exhibited deficits in
high order control of gaze (Gaymard et al., 1998).
Single-unit recordings in the ACC of macaques have
reported a variety of signals. Some ACC neurons show
directional delay activity and activity following errors or
omission of reward (Niki and Watanabe, 1976, 1979).
Others show activity specific to motor set for self-paced
movements (Shima et al., 1991) and to voluntary move-
ment selection based on reward (Shima and Tanji, 1998).
Some neurons encode the serial order of movements in
sequences and show different activity profiles in trial-
and-error exploration and routine performance (Procyk
et al., 2000). Indirect measures of neural activity in hu-
mans have focused discussions of self-monitoring and
self-control on ACC. As described in more detail below,
a particular event-related potential is observed when
subject make errors that appears to arise in ACC (De-
haene et al., 1994; Miltner et al., 1997). Also, neuroimag-
ing studies have described ACC activation when sub-
Figure 2. Trial Displays for the Countermanding Taskjects must inhibit competing responses, apply a new
stimulus-response mapping rule, or generate an action The dotted circle indicates the focus of gaze at each interval, and the
arrow indicates the saccade. All trials began with the presentation ofunder limited or no constraints (reviewed by Posner and
a central fixation spot. After fixation of this spot for a variable interval,DiGirolamo, 1998; Carter et al., 1999; Barch et al., 2000;
it disappeared. Simultaneously, a target appeared at an eccentricBotvinick et al., 2001).
location. On a fraction of trials after a delay, referred to as the stop
signal delay, the fixation spot reappeared, instructing the monkey
The Countermanding Paradigm to withhold movement initiation (stop signal trials). During the trials
To investigate the neural control of movement initiation in which the stop signal was not presented (no stop signal trials),
monkeys were rewarded for generating a single saccade to theand suppression, we have employed the counter-
peripheral target. During stop signal trials, monkeys were rewardedmanding paradigm with behaving monkeys. Developed
for maintaining fixation on the central spot for 700 ms (canceledto investigate human performance, the countermanding
trials). If the monkeys did generate a saccade to the peripheralparadigm probes a subject’s ability to control the initia-
target during stop signal trials, no reward was given (non-canceled
tion of movements by infrequently presenting an impera- trials).
tive stop signal in a response time task (Logan and
Cowan, 1984; reviewed by Logan, 1994). The subject’s
task is to cancel the planned movement if a stop signal
Both humans and monkeys learn how to perform theis presented. In the ocular motor version, monkeys were
countermanding task relatively quickly, but adjustmentstrained to make a saccade to a peripheral target that
of performance continue after the task is well learned.appeared when the fixation spot disappeared unless a
Any random sample of consecutive trials will vary in thestop signal was presented (Figure 2). In response to the
proportion of stop signal trials—sometimes there arestop signal, the monkeys were to withhold the move-
many stop signal trials, and sometimes there are rela-ment; the stop signal was the reappearance of the fixa-
tively few. Subjects have no a priori guarantee of sta-tion spot (Hanes and Schall, 1995). Logan and Cowan
tionarity in the environment, so they tend to adjust their(1984) showed that performance on this task can be
bias of speed versus accuracy on an ongoing basis. Foraccounted for by a race between a process that gener-
example, if many stop signal trials occur, it is adaptiveates the movement (GO process) and a process that
to increase response time, i.e., slow down and be morecancels the movement (STOP process). This race model
careful, at the cost of waiting longer for reward. It isprovides an estimate of the stop signal reaction time,
important to note that this does not involve new learningwhich is the time needed to cancel the planned move-
of the task; rather, it involves controlled adjustment toment. The stop signal reaction time corresponds theo-
optimize performance.retically and quantitatively to estimates of the time
We investigated the nature of these control adjust-needed to reprogram a saccade in double-step saccade
ments in both humans and monkeys (J.D. Schall andtasks (Lisberger et al., 1975; Becker and Jurgens, 1979).
T.L. Taylor, 1998, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Hanes andOcular motor stop signal reaction times average around
Carpenter, 1999; see also Cabel et al., 2000). In spite80–100 ms in monkeys (Hanes and Schall, 1995; Hanes
of idiosyncrasies across subjects, several trends wereet al., 1998). Several studies have shown that human
evident. First, both humans and monkeys were moreperformance in the saccade countermanding task is
likely to cancel a saccade in response to the stop signalquite similar to that of monkeys (Hanes and Carpenter,
if the preceding trial had a stop signal; this tendency1999; Cabel et al., 2000; Logan and Irwin, 2000; Asrress
and Carpenter, 2001; Colonius et al., 2001). was more pronounced in monkeys if they failed to cancel
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Figure 3. Covariation of the Running Average of Response Time of
Figure 4. Relationship between Movement-Related FEF ActivityMonkeys on Trials with No Stop Signal (Black) and the Running
and Saccade InitiationAverage of the Fraction of Stop Signal Trials (Red)
Timecourse of activation of a single movement-related FEF neuron is
shown for three subsets of trials having different saccade latencies.
Plots are aligned on target presentation and stop at saccade initia-the saccade in the preceding trial. Second, the probabil-
tion. The level of activity at which the saccade is triggered (gray
ity of canceling a saccade decreased following se- bar) is constant across saccade latencies. Variability in saccade
quences of trials with no stop signal. Third, overall re- latency is accounted for by the time taken by the neural activity to
sponse time was affected by the trial history; this was reach the threshold activation. (Modified from Schall and Thompson,
1999.)manifest as an elevation of response time following se-
quences of preceding stop signal trials and a smaller
and more variable impact of the number of preceding
trials with no stop signal. Furthermore, we found that in FEF appears to correspond to an accumulator archi-
tecture with variable growth to a fixed threshold (e.g.,response time correlated significantly with momentary
fluctuations in the fraction of stop signals (Figure 3). Ratcliff, 1978; Carpenter, 1988; Carpenter and Williams,
1995; Ratcliff et al., 1999; Reddi and Carpenter, 2000).These results indicate that the response to a given stim-
ulus depends on the context derived from the history The origin of the variability in the growth of activity is
not known; perhaps it can be accounted for at leastof previous trials.
The original behavioral evidence for a supervisory in part by the state of neuromodulatory systems (e.g.,
Aston-Jones et al., 1994).control system emphasized adjustments in response
time following errors (e.g., Rabbitt, 1966; Rabbitt and Although this result indicates how the variability of
saccade initiation times can be accounted for by thePhillips, 1967). We will review the functional properties
of FEF, SEF, and ACC in the context of this framework. activation of neurons in the ocular motor pathway, the
results do not explain the ability of a subject to controlSpecifically, we hypothesize that FEF is part of the sen-
sorimotor pathway, while the SEF and ACC monitor per- saccade production. A critical characteristic of voluntary
control is the ability to withhold planned movements.formance and provide extrinsic control signals.
Thus, can saccades be partially prepared but not exe-
cuted? If so, then what do the neurons that produce aNeural Control of Saccade Initiation by Frontal
Eye Field movement do when the movement is canceled because
of the stop signal? The chief virtue of the counter-Response time is characterized by stochastic variability
(reviewed by Luce, 1986). The lack of control over the manding paradigm is that one can determine whether
single neurons generate signals that are sufficient tovariability of response times was noted early on—
“Everyone who makes reaction-time experiments for the control the production of movements. The logic of the
countermanding paradigm establishes two criteria afirst time is surprised to find how little he is master of
his own movements...Not only does their energy lie, as neuron must meet to play a direct role in the control of
movement. First and most obviously, the neuron mustit were, outside the field of choice, but even the time in
which the movement occurs depends only partly upon discharge differently when a saccade is initiated versus
when a saccade is withheld. Second and most impor-ourselves” (Exner, 1873).
To understand the source of the variability of response tantly, this difference in activity must occur by the time
that the movement is canceled, i.e., within the stop sig-time, we have investigated movement-related activity
recorded in FEF. We found that saccadic eye move- nal reaction time.
Movement-related activity in FEF which began toments were initiated when movement-related activity in
FEF reached a particular level that was idiosyncratic for grow toward the trigger threshold failed to reach the
threshold activation level when movements were can-each neuron but did not vary with response time (Figure
4) (Hanes and Schall, 1996; see also Sparks, 1978; Lecas celed (Figure 5A) (Hanes et al., 1998). Instead, when
planned movements were canceled, the movement-et al., 1986; Dorris et al., 1997; Everling et al., 1999;
Everling and Munoz, 2000). The same observation was related activity decreased rapidly after the stop signal
was presented. Moreover, the movement-related activ-made for the magnitude of the lateralized readiness po-
tential, a scalp potential that precedes movements ity associated with canceling as compared to executing
the movement became different just before the stop(Gratton et al., 1988). The variability in response time
was accounted for mainly by variation in the rate of signal reaction time had elapsed. Therefore, the activity
of single FEF movement neurons is logically sufficientgrowth of the pre-movement activity toward the trigger
threshold. Thus, the movement-related neural activity to specify whether or not a saccade will be produced.
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Segraves, 1992; Sommer and Wurtz, 2000). Preliminary
results indicate that the activity in the superior colliculus
of monkeys performing the ocular motor counter-
manding task is qualitatively similar to that in FEF (D.P.
Hanes and M. Pare´, 1998, Soc. Neurosci., abstract).
While it is clear that the activation of many neurons
in a circuit including the FEF, the superior colliculus,
basal ganglia, thalamus, cerebellum, and brainstem
contributes to the production of each saccade (e.g., Lee
et al., 1988; Wurtz et al., 2001), the activity of a single
neuron is not necessary for movement production. On
the other hand, in the countermanding task, the activity
of a single movement neuron in the FEF or superior
colliculus appears to be sufficient to account for whether
and when movements are produced. How can this be?
Many studies have shown that movement-related neu-
rons in FEF, superior colliculus, and other structures are
active in the same way at the same time before eye
movements. These structures are interconnected with
short (2-3 ms) transmission lags (Segraves and Gold-
berg, 1987; Sommer and Wurtz, 2000). For any single
neuron to be highly correlated with behavior even
though no single neuron is necessary to produce behav-
ior, it has been hypothesized that the relevant pools of
neurons within and across structures contributing to a
behavior have coordinated activity. Evidence for such
coordination has been obtained in areas supporting vi-
sual discrimination and search (e.g., Shadlen et al., 1996;
Bichot et al., 2001).
Given the well-known variability of neural discharge,
how many neurons must contribute to predict the initia-
tion of a saccade? We have carried out an analysis andFigure 5. Relationship between FEF Neural Activity and Canceling
simulation to determine how reliably the activity of FEFa Movement
neurons from multiple trials from the same or different(A) Activity of a movement neuron in FEF in trials in which the
neurons predicts movement initiation (J.W. Brown etmovement was produced but would have been canceled if the stop
signal had been presented (thin line) is compared with activity on al., 2001, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). We found that the
trials when the planned saccade was canceled because the stop activity of around 10 movement-related FEF cells is suffi-
signal appeared (thick line). The time of the stop signal is indicated cient to predict saccade initiation with 95% accuracy.
by the solid vertical arrow. The time needed to cancel the planned The findings from FEF using the countermanding par-
movement—stop signal reaction time—is indicated by the dashed
adigm indicate that the preparation of a movement canvertical arrow. When the movement was canceled, neural activation
be a controlled process; it can be canceled if the growthdecayed precipitously immediately before the stop signal reaction
time. This modulation within the stop signal reaction time demon- of the activation toward the trigger threshold is suffi-
strates that this neuron conveys a signal sufficient to control whether ciently slow. What if errors are made because the move-
the eyes move. (B) Comparison of the activity of a fixation neuron ment is not canceled? We found that FEF neurons that
in FEF when saccades were initiated or canceled. The discharge are involved in producing an eye movement discharge
rate of this neuron decreased before and during saccades. When
in the same fashion for errant saccades made eventhe saccade was canceled, the activation increased sharply before
though the stop signal was presented as for correctthe stop signal reaction time. (Modified from Hanes et al., 1998.)
saccades made when no stop signal was presented. To
perform the task well, though, subjects must know when
errors are made and adapt their behavior to minimizeThis pattern of results was observed in almost all cells
future errors. Thus, some part of the brain must monitorwith movement-related activity.
the consequences of action to adjust performance.A complementary pattern of neural activity was ob-
served in another class of neuron in FEF called fixation
neurons (Figure 5B). If eye movements were canceled, Performance Monitoring by Supplementary Eye
Field and Anterior Cingulate Cortexfixation neurons that had decreased firing generated a
rapid burst of activity before the stop signal reaction We have recorded neural activity in the SEF and ACC
of monkeys performing the saccade countermandingtime. The modulation before the stop signal reaction
time was never observed in neurons with only visual task (V. Stuphorn and J.D. Schall, 2000, Soc. Neurosci.,
abstract; Stuphorn et al., 2000). Despite the numerousresponses. The different results observed for the differ-
ent functional classes of neurons is entirely consistent parallels in anatomical connections, neuronal activation
profiles, and stimulation effects observed for SEF andwith the fact that movement and fixation neurons in FEF
provide direct input to the brain structures that pro- FEF (reviewed by Schall, 1997), we have found that,
unlike their counterparts in FEF, remarkably few neuronsduce eye movements (Segraves and Goldberg, 1987;
Neuron
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Figure 7. Error-Related Neural Activity
Comparison of activity of an SEF neuron between trials when the
eye movement was made because no stop signal was given (thinFigure 6. Relationship between SEF Neural Activity and Canceling
line) and trials when the eye movement was made in spite of thea Movement
stop signal (thick dashed line). This neuron discharged followingActivity of an apparent pre-movement neuron in SEF in trials in
errant, non-canceled saccades but not correct saccades in trialswhich the movement was produced but would have been canceled
with no stop signal. (Modified from Stuphorn et al., 2000.)if the stop signal had been presented (thin line) is compared with
activity on trials when the planned saccade was canceled because
the stop signal appeared (thick line). Conventions as in Figure 5.
error signal relative to the movement was not differentThe activity when the movement was canceled decayed after the
stop signal reaction time, too late to play any role in canceling the between SEF and ACC.
movement. One of the motivations for interpreting this signal from
single neurons in terms of error detection is its corre-
spondence with a particular event-related potential. This
in SEF generate signals that are sufficient to control signal from single neurons corresponds to a scalp po-
gaze (J.W. Brown et al., 2001, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). tential referred to as the error-related negativity (ERN)
Specifically, neurons in SEF that are modulated in asso- because it occurs when subjects produce errors (e.g.,
ciation with saccade production do not exhibit a reliable Falkenstein et al., 1991; Gehring et al., 1993; Coles et
threshold and when planned movements are canceled, al., 1995). This event-related potential was the earliest
their activity is modulated only after the stop signal reac- physiological signature of a supervisory control system.
tion time has passed (Figure 6). Thus, neurons in SEF Current evidence suggests that the ERN corresponds
that appear to be activated in relation to production of to the detection but not necessarily the correction of
a movement are modulated too late to play a direct role errors (Miltner et al., 1997; Scheffers et al., 1996; Fal-
in canceling a planned saccade. These observations are kenstein et al., 1995). The source generator of the ERN
consistent with observations that lesions of SEF cause seems centered in the ACC but may include the supple-
only a relatively modest impairment of gaze (Schiller and mentary motor area located dorsal to ACC (Dehaene et
Chou, 1998). On the other hand, following combined al., 1994; Miltner et al., 1997). Such a distributed source
ablation of the FEF and the superior colliculus, leaving is consistent with our observation that the error signal
the SEF intact, monkeys cannot produce saccadic eye arises concomitantly in ACC and SEF.
movements (Schiller et al., 1980).
Instead of signals controlling gaze, we found distinct Reinforcement-Related Activity
groups of neurons in SEF that were active after errors, On trials with no stop signal, monkeys received positive
after successful withholding of a partially prepared reinforcement following an accurate saccade to the tar-
movement, or in association with reinforcement. These get. On trials with a stop signal, monkeys earned rein-
three forms of activation could not be explained by sen- forcement when the partially prepared saccade to the
sory or motor factors, so we interpret them as evaluative target was canceled and fixation was maintained. Thus,
signals. the countermanding task provides a novel dissociation
of behavior from reinforcement. Identical actions (sac-
cades to the target) can yield different outcomes (suc-Error-Related Activity
Certain neurons observed in both SEF and ACC exhibit cessful no stop signal trials or unsuccessful non-can-
celed trials). Conversely, different actions (saccadesmodulation specifically in trials in which a planned
movement is not canceled so that reward was not deliv- when no stop signal was presented or holding fixation
when the stop signal was presented) lead to the sameered (Figure 7). We interpret this modulation as signaling
an error. These neurons did not modulate when re- outcome (reinforcement). These conditions permit the
distinction between neuronal signals related to produc-warded saccades were made on trials with no stop sig-
nal, nor were they modulated in stop signal trials re- ing the behavioral response and those related to the
reinforcement of that response.sulting in a successfully canceled movement or in
relation to delivery of reinforcement. The latency of this We observed other neurons in SEF and ACC that were
Review
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Figure 8. Reinforcement-Related Neural Ac-
tivity
(A) Activation of an SEF neuron grew after
successful no stop signal trials (thin line) but
was reduced in non-canceled trials (thick dot-
ted line). Right—Activation was elevated
while the monkey awaited reinforcement and
peaked after delivery of primary plus second-
ary (thick) or only secondary (thin) reinforce-
ment. (Adapted from Stuphorn et al., 2000.)
(B) Activation of an ACC neuron following de-
livery of free, unexpected juice but not earned
juice as well as a weak apparent response to
the visual target.
active specifically after rewarded trials with no stop sig- but not to the secondary reinforcer. Also, unlike what
we observed in SEF, still other ACC neurons respondednal or trials with a stop signal in which the partially
prepared saccades were successfully canceled (Figure only to noncontingent, unexpected juice reward (Figure
8B). In fact, some of these also showed an apparent8). These neurons exhibited gradually elevated dis-
charge rate before the reinforcement and an additional visual response. This pattern of activity resembles the
signals produced by brainstem dopamine neurons (e.g.,modulation following receipt of the reinforcement. To
extend the performance of monkeys, primary juice rein- Schultz and Dickinson, 2000). Taken together, these re-
sults imply that the reinforcement signal in SEF is moreforcement was delivered on only a fraction of successful
trials, but a secondary tone reinforcement was delivered abstract while that in ACC is more closely related to the
properties of the reinforcer.on every successful trial. The neurons in SEF were mod-
ulated equivalently when only the secondary, as well as
when the primary, reinforcer was delivered. This neural Conflict-Related Activity
Yet another population of neurons in SEF exhibited ele-concomitant of the anticipation and receipt of reinforce-
ment seems qualitatively different from the modulation vated discharge rate during stop signal trials in which
the saccade was correctly canceled, but the activityof sensorimotor activity according to reinforcement
amount or probability that has been reported in other occurred after the stop signal reaction time had elapsed
(Figure 9). This modulation cannot be involved in cancel-cortical areas (e.g., Platt and Glimcher, 1999) or the basal
ganglia (Kawagoe et al., 1998). Instead, we interpret the ing the movement because it occurred too late, so its
interpretation is less straightforward. We have beenactivation of these neurons as a direct signal of the
receipt of reinforcement. This interpretation is sup- guided in the interpretation of this modulation by the
hypothesis that the medial frontal cortex monitors theported by the fact that previous studies have identified
neural activity with reinforcement in SEF (Amador et al., conflict that arises when mutually incompatible pro-
cesses are activated simultaneously but cannot both run2000) and ACC (Niki and Watanabe, 1979). This type of
SEF neuron represents a functional complement of the to completion (e.g., Carter et al., 1998, 1999; Botvinick et
al., 2001). This hypothesis has been suggested as anerror-related neurons, signaling the expectation and re-
ceipt of reinforcement. alternative to the claim that the medial frontal lobe only
detects errors.The population of reinforcement-related neurons in
ACC was more diverse than that observed in SEF. Some During the saccade countermanding task, gaze-shift-
ing and gaze-holding neurons are activated concurrentlyresembled the neurons recorded in SEF, responding to
the secondary tone reinforcer as well as to the primary when movements are canceled but not when the move-
ments fail to be canceled (D.P. Hanes and M. Pare´, 1998,juice reinforcer. However, other neurons in ACC re-
sponded only to the primary juice reward both when it Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Hanes et al., 1998). Because
they are mutually incompatible, coactivation of the gaze-was earned and when it was delivered unexpectedly,
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a planned movement will be higher, resulting in more
conflict.
This measure of processing conflict corresponds to
the variation in the magnitude of the neural modulation
observed in these SEF related to performance (Stuphorn
et al., 2000). Of course, this interpretation should be
regarded as tentative until further work excludes alterna-
tives. Still, if true, it provides a means of reconciling
alternative views of medial frontal function in terms of
error detection and conflict detection. However, to date,
we have not observed clear examples of neurons signal-
ing this form of conflict in the ACC. In summary, the
observations we have made in SEF are unexpected and
much more research is needed to reconcile the hypothe-
sis that SEF participates in monitoring performance with
the observations for participation of SEF in producing
saccades in other tasks reviewed above.
Origins of Monitoring Signals
If SEF and ACC carry signals related to correct and
errant performance that are not observed in FEF, what
is the origin of the difference? Neural activity associated
with the receipt, withholding, or unexpected delivery of
reward has been recorded in the dorsal and ventral
striatum (Shidara et al., 1998; Kawagoe et al., 1998;
Schultz, 1997), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Wata-
nabe, 1996), orbital frontal cortex (Thorpe et al., 1983),
in ACC (Shima and Tanji, 1998; Niki and Watanabe, 1976;
Gemba et al., 1986), and in dopamine neurons in the
ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra (Schultz,
1997, 1998). The presence of reward-related activation
in medial more than lateral frontal cortex may be relatedFigure 9. Conflict-Related Neural Activity
to the medial-to-lateral decrease of dopaminergic in-Comparison of activity between trials when the movement was can-
celed (thick line) and trials when the movement was produced but nervation in the frontal cortex (Williams and Goldman-
would have been canceled if the stop signal had been presented Rakic, 1998). Furthermore, FEF and SEF seem to receive
(thin line). The top panel shows data from shorter stop signal delays input from different populations of dopamine neurons
in which the monkey canceled the movement on 97% of the stop in the brainstem (Gaspar et al., 1992); SEF is more heavily
signal trials. The lower panel shows data from longer stop signal
innervated by the ventral tegmental area than by thedelays in which the monkey canceled the movement on 45% of the
substantia nigra pars compacta; in contrast, FEF is morestop signal trials. The time of the stop signal and the estimated stop
signal reaction time are shown. This neuron was activated after the heavily innervated by the substantia nigra pars com-
movement was canceled, so the modulation could not play a direct pacta than by the ventral tegmental area. Some neuro-
role in canceling the movement. The magnitude of activation in- physiological studies have reported a slightly higher
creased with decreasing probability of canceling the movement par- incidence of reward-related activity in the ventral teg-
alleling the amount of coactivation of movement-related and fixation
mental area as compared to the other dopamine cellneurons in the FEF and superior colliculus. (Adapted from Stuphorn
groups (Schultz et al., 1993). Thus, anatomical connec-et al., 2000.)
tions exist that might explain the reward-related activity
in SEF and ACC and the lack of such activity in the
FEF. As described above, other anatomical studies haveholding and gaze-shifting systems engenders conflict
according to the hypothesis; the magnitude of the con- shown that SEF is interconnected with ACC much more
heavily than is FEF (Huerta et al., 1987; Huerta and Kaas,flict should be proportional to the magnitude of the acti-
vation of the gaze-holding and gaze-shifting neuron 1990). ACC is considered to be the source of the ERN
(Dehaene et al., 1994; Miltner et al., 1997). This mightpools. Now, note that the probability of canceling a
planned eye movement in the countermanding task is point to the ACC as the source of the error signals found
in the SEF, but we have found no difference in the latencydictated by the balance of activation of gaze-holding
and gaze-shifting neurons because movements are can- of the error signal in the two areas.
Regardless of the nature of the signal flow betweenceled only if the gaze-shifting activation does not reach
the threshold to trigger the movement because it is SEF and ACC, the question remains, what type of mech-
anism can compute such an error signal. Three possibili-countered by the gaze-holding activation. Thus, the
probability of failing to cancel a partially prepared sac- ties have been suggested. One class of model explains
the error signal as the result of some form of mismatchcade increases as gaze-shifting activation grows. Ac-
cordingly, as the probability of failing to cancel the detection between the intended and the actually per-
formed behavior (Bernstein et al., 1995; Falkenstein etmovement increases, the combined magnitude of gaze-
shifting and gaze-holding activation sufficient to cancel al., 2000). Models of this sort are challenged to explain
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how intended actions are represented. Another class of
model explains the error signal in terms of conflict-
related activity, when the appropriate response be-
comes active just as the inappropriate response is exe-
cuted (Carter et al., 1999; Botvinick et al., 2001; Gehring
and Fencsik, 2001; Yeung et al., 2002). A virtue of this
model is that it derives a measure of conflict from re-
sponse preparation signals that must already be pres-
ent. These two models—mismatch based and conflict
based—make different predictions regarding the pres-
ence and magnitude of brain activation and the error-
related negativity under different conditions that have
been tested with divergent results (Bernstein et al., 1995;
Scheffers et al., 1996; Holroyd et al., 1998; Scheffers
Figure 10. Effect of Weak Microstimulation of SEF on Saccadeand Coles, 2000; Coles et al., 2001; MacLeod et al.,
Countermanding Performance1998; Gehring and Fencsik, 2001; Luu et al., 2000). A
Plot of probability of failing to cancel the saccade following the stopthird class of model supposes that dopaminergic signals
signal on trials without (filled) and with (open) microstimulation offrom the midbrain produce the error signal (Holroyd and
a representative site in SEF. The curves are maximum likelihood fits
Coles, 2002). This model is based on the observation of a logistic regression function with stop signal delay and presence
that dopamine cells exhibit a transient reduction of activ- (solid) or absence (dotted) of microstimulation as statistically signifi-
cant factors. The rightward shift of the curve on trials with microstim-ity when an unexpected error occurs, and the timing of
ulation indicates that the monkey was better able to withhold thethis activity (Schultz, 1998) coincides with the timing of
planned movement.error signals observed in the error-related negativity.
Modeling extrinsic control signals in the medial frontal
lobe as originating in dopaminergic signals from the Influence of Medial Frontal Lobe on Performance
midbrain provides a connection to other models. A vari- Current work with humans has shown convincingly that
ety of models have sought to explain how the signal the medial frontal lobe can detect error or conflict, but
observed in dopaminergic neurons can be computed results are less clear about whether these signals can
on the basis of primary reinforcers. Most of these focus influence behavior (e.g., Gehring and Knight, 2000). We
on the temporal difference algorithm (Montague et al., have described performance monitoring signals in SEF
1996; Schultz et al., 1997; Suri and Schultz, 1999; and ACC. The SEF but not the ACC has anatomical
Schultz, 2002 [this issue of Neuron]). However, a recent connections that position it to influence saccade pro-
modeling study of dopamine afferents suggests that the duction through projections to the FEF (e.g., Schall et
neural circuits that learn and compute the dopamine al., 1993), the basal ganglia (Parthasarathy et al., 1992),
signal may do so without an explicit temporal difference superior colliculus (Fries, 1984; Shook et al., 1990;
computation (Brown et al., 1999). Huerta and Kaas, 1990), and brainstem (Shook et al.,
It should be noted that the three models are not mutu- 1990; Huerta and Kaas, 1990). These connections are
ally exclusive. No evidence conclusively excludes the not potent enough for SEF to produce saccades directly
possibility that dopaminergic as well as other cortical (Schiller et al., 1980), but we hypothesize that these
afferents could produce error-related activity. Also, be- connections enable SEF to influence saccade genera-
cause dopamine provides a reinforcement signal that tion by providing biasing signals to the ocular motor
modulates learning in the cerebral cortex (Bao et al., system.
2001) as well as in the basal ganglia (Reynolds et al., To test this hypothesis, we examined whether intra-
2001; Wickens et al., 1996), dopamine may both drive cortical microstimulation of SEF influenced performance
error responses and also train the medial frontal areas in the countermanding task (V. Stuphorn et al., 2001,
to respond selectively to errors detected on the basis Soc. Neurosci., abstract). Electrical stimulation was de-
of corticocortical inputs. livered simultaneously with the presentation of the stop
Perhaps the diverse kinds of neural signals that we signal, at a current level well below the threshold for
have observed in SEF and ACC may provide a reconcilia- eliciting a saccade. The influence of this stimulation on
tion of these competing hypotheses. We found that neu- performance was measured by comparing the fraction
rons exhibiting error-related activity were not active in of non-canceled trials with and without stimulation. Pre-
trials in which conflict between gaze-shifting and gaze- liminary evidence indicates that microstimulation of
holding was most pronounced (trials when the planned some sites in SEF improved performance by reducing
movement was canceled), but error-related activity was the fraction of non-canceled sacccades resulting in a
observed in trials in which no conflict was present be- delayed inhibition function (Figure 10).
cause the gaze-holding neurons were not modulated What is the mechanism of this improvement in perfor-
(trials when the movement was produced in spite of the mance? A control signal can influence performance by
stop signal) (Hanes et al., 1998; Stuphorn et al., 2000). applying a bias to the race process underlying counter-
This indicates that the error-related and conflict-related manding performance. In other words, fewer non-can-
signals may arise from distinct populations of neurons celed saccades would be produced if the GO process
in the medial frontal lobe. If this is so, then the search were slower or if the STOP process were faster. These
for an exclusive distinction between error-based and alternatives can be distinguished by examining the dis-
tribution of the response times of the non-canceled sac-conflict-based models may be misguided.
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push-pull network of burst neurons and omnipause neu-
rons in the brainstem (Scudder et al., 2002). Therefore,
it will be instructive to record activity of these neurons
during the countermanding task. Furthermore, a para-
dox confronts us. Thousands of neurons are necessary
to produce a saccade, but the averaged signal from no
more than ten is sufficient to specify whether and when
gaze will shift. This paradox can be resolved only
through simultaneous recording of presaccadic activity
in multiple neurons throughout the saccade-generating
circuit to clarify the mechanisms by which activity is
coordinated.
Second, if SEF activation does delay saccade produc-
Figure 11. Summary Diagram of Major Anatomical Connections be- tion, how is this influence exerted? This can be tested bytween (Black Arrows) and Hypothesized Functions of the Frontal
recording in structures like FEF or the superior colliculusEye Field, Supplementary Eye Field, and Anterior Cingulate Cortex
while electrical stimulation is delivered to SEF. Also,(Red Arrows)
additional work is needed to determine whether electri-
cal stimulation of the ACC has the same effect and
potency as stimulation of the SEF.cades. If the GO process were slowed, then the non-
Third, further effort is needed to work out the relation-canceled saccades should have longer latencies. If the
ship of error, conflict, and reinforcement signals and theSTOP process were faster, then the non-canceled sac-
conceptual frameworks they inhabit. Are they distinctcades should have unchanged latencies on microstimu-
signals or different facets of the same signal? This canlation trials. The evidence indicates that the latencies
be approached in part through further model buildingof erroneous non-canceled saccades are somewhat
that will sharpen these concepts as well as empiricallonger following stimulation of sites in SEF. This result
investigations of neural signals in a wider variety ofshows that the improvement of the performance is
tasks.achieved by delaying saccade production, thereby
Fourth, the hypothesis that SEF is a node in a supervi-allowing the STOP process more time to cancel the
sory executive network needs to be reconciled with datapartially prepared saccade. This result is consistent with
showing other functions of the SEF such as conditionalthe observation that neurons in SEF are more active
motor learning, production of saccades with arbitrarywhen reflexive saccades must be suppressed to pro-
stimulus-response mappings, as well as eye-hand coor-duce antisaccades (Schlag-Rey et al., 1997).
dination. The conceptual framework of executive control
may unify these diverse observations. Current theoriesSummary and Avenues for Future Research
cite five types of behavior that require executive con-Single-unit recordings in macaque monkeys performing
trol—planning or decision making, error correction, pro-
a saccade countermanding task indicate that the FEF
ducing responses that are not well learned, dealing with
in the lateral frontal cortex and the SEF and ACC in the
difficult or risky conditions, and overcoming habitual
medial frontal cortex seem to belong to two different
responses. These categories seem to capture the condi-
functional systems. FEF, in concert with a network in- tions under which various investigators have reported
cluding the superior colliculus, generates signals suffi- neural activity in supplementary eye field. Still, our ob-
cient to select targets and initiate the generation of eye servations were made under the very particular condi-
movements. In contrast, the medial frontal areas do not tions of the saccade countermanding task with a foveal
appear to be involved in the primary control of eye move- stop signal. The appearance of the foveal stop signal
ments. Instead, they seem to monitor performance, reg- directly activates the ocular motor fixation system (e.g.,
istering whether the actions that are produced lead to Munoz and Wurtz, 1993; Everling et al., 1998), and thus
the desired consequences. Anatomical tracing studies produces what amounts to reflexive stopping. It should
have shown that the FEF and the SEF have strong recip- be noted that the stop signal reaction time of 100 ms
rocal connections as do the SEF and the ACC, but the measured in this condition is notably shorter than the
FEF and the ACC are only weakly connected. These 200 ms stop signal reaction times measured in other
findings led to our working hypothesis that the medial tasks (Logan and Cowan, 1984). Thus, to provide more
frontal cortex is part of a supervisory control system direct comparisons to the human literature, unit re-
(Figure 11). The results of SEF microstimulation indicate cordings in the medial frontal lobe of monkeys per-
that supervisory control signals can bias saccade prepa- forming Stroop-like and flanker competition tasks is
ration, closing the loop between the two control sys- needed (e.g., Lauwereyns et al., 2000; Sakagami et al.,
tems. This control enables the agent to achieve a more 2001). The most definitive data would require recording
adaptive match between behavior and the ever-chang- from a given neuron while a monkey performs a range
ing demands of the environment. of different tasks. The limits on monkey behavior, chal-
Obviously, this scheme is oversimplified, but the re- lenges of long-term neural recording stability, and the
sults and insights we have reviewed suggest a line of large number of trials needed conspire against accomp-
research that is likely to be fruitful. The issues we would lishing this in the foreseeable future.
explore include the following. Finally, this work has highlighted the relation of control
First, how is the initiation of a saccade controlled? and reinforcement. Experience of control through regu-
lar contingencies between actions and consequencesThe ultimate switch is the balance of activation in the
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J.C. (2001). Conflict monitoring and cognitive control. Psychol. Rev.leads to beneficial effects, and in fact, both animal and
108, 624–652.human subjects prefer earning reinforcers under con-
Brown, J., Bullock, D., and Grossberg, S. (1999). How the basaltrolled conditions as opposed to noncontingent free de-
ganglia use parallel excitatory and inhibitory learning pathways tolivery (reviewed by Mineka and Hendersen, 1985). As a
selectively respond to unexpected rewarding cues. J. Neurosci. 19,
matter of fact, the very potent rewarding effect of electri- 10502–10511.
cal stimulation of the medial forebrain bundle in the
Bruce, C.J., and Goldberg, M.E. (1985). Primate frontal eye fields.
lateral hypothalamus (Olds and Milner, 1954) depends I. Single neurons discharging before saccades. J. Neurophysiol. 53,
on control. The reinforcement value of the electrical 603–635.
stimulation is reduced if the time of its delivery is uncer- Bruce, C.J., Goldberg, M.E., Bushnell, C., and Stanton, G.B. (1985).
tain (Cantor and LoLordo, 1972). In fact, rats will work Primate frontal eye fields. II. Physiological and anatomical correlates
of electrically evoked eye movements. J. Neurophysiol. 54, 714–734.to avoid electrical stimulation of “reward sites” if it is
Bush, G., Luu, P., and Posner, M.I. (2000). Cognitive and emotionaldelivered in a noncontingent manner (e.g., Steiner et
influences in anterior cingulate cortex. Trends Cogn. Sci. 4, 215–222.al., 1969; Tsang and Stutz, 1984). If effectiveness of
Cabel, D.W., Armstrong, I.T., Reingold, E., and Munoz, D.P. (2000).reinforcement is contingent on control, how is control
Control of saccade initiation in a countermanding task using visualsensed? This question may suggest why error and con-
and auditory stop signals. Exp. Brain Res. 133, 431–441.flict signals are found with reinforcement signals in the
Cantor, M.B., and LoLordo, V.M. (1972). Reward value of brain stimu-medial frontal lobe.
lation is inversely related to uncertainty about its onset. J. Comp.
Physiol. Psychol. 79, 259–270.
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